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Wolves in Sheep’s Clothing: Infiltrating the Catholic Church 
Michael Hichborn of Lepanto Institute to Speak 

Mr. Hichborn is the Founder and President of Lep-
anto Institute. Many consider him as our very own 
Catholic Church organization investigator. He Ex-
posed the Corruption in the Catholic Church regard-
ing Catholic Relief Services (CRS “Rice Bowl”) as well 
as the USCCHD (US Catholic Campaign for Human 
Development). 
Hichborn is a Christendom graduate (B.A., poly sci 
and econ) who also holds a Master's degree in Educa-
tion from American Intercontinental University. He has worked with American 
Life League, Defend the Faith, the John Paul II Academy for Human Life and 
the Family and opened two Catholic schools in Fredericksburg, VA. He and his 
wife, Alyssa have six children and a precious one on the way!  
What: Wolves in Sheep’s Clothing: Who is Infiltrating the Catholic Church? 
is the title of his compelling St. Louis briefing. Q & A will follow. 
Where: Creve Coeur, American Legion Post 397 (off Olive Blvd.) 
934 E Rue De La Banque, Creve Coeur, MO 63141 
When: 25 June, Tues., 6pm doors open, 6:30pm start  
Details: Seating is limited. REGISTER online today at CREDOstLouis.org 
OR call /text 314 322 0337 OR CREDOstLouis@gmail.com
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Cardinal Burke Wows Catholics and Protestants Alike - Presents CREDO Awards 
By Kiera Petrick and Helen Gelhot 

Paul Hagan, a CREDO of the Catholic Laity (CREDO) board member, 
kicked off its Raymond Leo Cardinal Burke CREDO Dinner Forum that 
freezing January Saturday night at the Clayton Plaza Hotel. He opened 
the evening with prayer, leading everyone seated at their dinner tables – 
nearly 600 – in reciting the Memorare, in unison. It was the first of 
many powerful and humbling experiences that evening.  
As the photographer, I didn’t experience the night in the same way as 
everyone else. It has been said that it was an event like none other in re-

cent St. Louis history.  We were packed to capacity and sadly, a few people who didn’t get their tickets early 
had to be turned away.  
Despite the 100% predictions of freezing rain that day and evening, people attended from a seven-state 
area as well from Washington D.C.! Both Catholics and Protestants gathered to hear the truth preached by 
His Eminence. One non-Catholic even volunteered from the beginning to the end and was the first to 
buy a dinner ticket. 
Some came into town a day early to make sure to be in place as part of the faithful crowd clamoring to hear 
and see His Eminence. Academics, farm families, rural homeschool families, metropolitan couples, young 
adults, teens, children, and elderly adults alike all braved the potential ice and snow, (continued on page 3) 

Prayer,  Rosary Crusade to Combat Dissident Priest Gathering  
The Association of U.S. Catholic Priests (AUSCP) is holding its annual assembly in St. Louis this year. 
(https://www.uscatholicpriests.org/) 
Founded in 2011, it boasts to be are the largest association of Catholic priests. That is wrong. Everyone 
knows the largest association is the Catholic Faith! 
Instead of focusing on the worship of Our LORD and His and His Holy Trinity’s supernatural nature, 
saving souls and spreading the one True Faith to all nations as is our great commission, it takes a different 
road. Members attempt to create a “new church” to replace our 2000 year old Church by indoctrinating 
bishops on “retreats”. They stress worldly issues which divert people from and are contrary to our One 
True Catholic faith; these topics include:  

• Perpetuating Racism
• Homosexual clergy and religious
• Climate change
• Priestless parishes
• Ordination of women to permanent diaconate
• Unbridled immigration
Where: in front of the Marriott Hotel,  Airport When:
24 June, 2019, 4 pm start time
What: Bring rosaries and any appropriate signage.
Updates: CREDOstLouis.org or call /text 314 322 0337
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(continued from page 2) 

requiring strategic plans in some cases and prompted some to reserve hotel rooms 
in others in preparation for the potentially dangerous weather.  
Beautiful red rose petals adorned the tables, but I was focused on Cardinal Burke in 
an effort to capture as many photos of him with his flock as possible; he was their 
shepherd. The dinner, drinks and desserts looked magnificent. The present-
ations were exquisite and almost looked too good to eat, especially with the lovely 
orchid ornamentation.  
I had the unique position of being able to observe everyone and everything more 
closely than I would have had I been one of the guests, which was an amazing expe-
rience. What I saw that night still warms my heart, particularly when I look through 
the photos, and I wish I could experience it again. 

Of course, I noticed the beauty of the room and of all the people dressed in their best, but the real beauty of 
the night was in a large group of Catholics coming together in faith, friendship, charity, peace, and prayer 
and to spend time with a beloved Prince of the Church who embodies these qualities himself, and in the 
joy that permeated the room, visible on the faces of these families and old friends as they shared not only a 
dinner but, even more importantly and profoundly, faith and hope.  
Over and over, I had the privilege of watching people greet each other with hugs and smiles. Before and 
during dinner, everywhere I looked, I saw people glowing. They were engaged in conversations with one 
an-other, looking one another in the eye rather than looking at a phone; connections between them were 
not only visible but sensible. 
Some of the most moving connections I was blessed to observe were 
with Cardinal Burke as long lines formed to greet him, patiently 
waiting for their chance to have a few words with His Eminence. The 
good Cardinal, for his part, lovingly greeted all of the faithful who 
came to him. Many reverently kissed his ring or his hand while others 
warmly shook his hand, and all who approached were welcomed 
with attentiveness, respect, kindness, and the pastoral care of a father. 
Though I did not hear any of His Eminence’s conversations, I could see 
clearly the high regard people had toward him as well as the care he had 
for all. From a few words to a handshake to a tenderly listening ear to a blessing for all who asked, His Em-
inence gave himself to all who sought him. He never turned down a request. I dare say, most would not 
have been so gracious. While I cannot know what effect this had on those who spoke with him, I did have 
the impression that all joyfully came away from their encounter with him.  
Throughout dinner people enjoyed one another’s company as clearly evidenced by the many big embraces 
and laughing faces to be seen across the room. Everyone was together, as faithful Catholics and other 
Christians, with faith and hope, not to mention love for Holy Mother Church and our Father in Heaven;

how could there not be joy? Even concern for the state of the world 
and wrongs committed by the very shepherds, who are meant to 
protect us, cannot destroy the faith and hope of a devoted people.  
Before his talk, His Eminence helped award a number of ribbons and 
medals to the faithful of CREDO.  Some were founding fathers, some 
were key in helping with the dinner forum. CREDO founders Howard 
Brandt, Thomas Gates, Fred Haehnel, J.D., and Ken Jones, J.D., re-
ceived large shiny rosewood plaques.  (continued on page 4) 
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(continued from page 3) 

Past CREDO presidents were also honored with their own similar 
plaques, which were adorned with a gavel. These included a Robert 
E. Hurley, M.D., a few of the founders, and two posthumous awards 
for Ray Mertens and Col. Jim Bigalke, D.D.S., USAF, Ret. 
They all worked hard for over 23 years to preserve and cultivate 
Catholic culture here. 

Perhaps, the greatest award presented by Cardinal Burke was given posthumously to George 
Knollmeyer. He had conceived and spearheaded a project establishing Eucharistic Adoration in an 
astonishing 200 plus parishes. The award, a bronze statue of a knight, kneeling in prayer, on a large 
inscribed base, was over a foot tall. His wife, Mary, graciously accepted the award on his behalf with 
words of love, echoing George’s great love of the Eucharist. I can’t speak for anyone else, but this 
photographer could not witness such grace and beauty with dry eyes. 
Focusing on capturing photos not just of Cardinal Burke as he spoke but also of the faithful as they listened, 
I saw a thirsty people; their eyes were riveted on His Eminence. Throughout the room, eyes were 
fixed, soaking in his words with full attention. They had come to listen to the wisdom and encouragement 
of our favorite Cardinal, which was met of course with a standing ovation. 
The night provided a lovely opportunity for Catholics to come together and to support one another in spirit 
as well as to relish being with one Prince of the Church who has remained steadfastly faithful. Thanks be to 
God for this good servant and for the opportunity to connect to one another in spiritual camaraderie! May 
we all imitate Cardinal Burke’s faith, hope, and charity and encourage one another in this pursuit, just as 
he encouraged us on this beautiful evening. 

Marian Catechist Question & Answer 
Question: Don’t take this the wrong way. I am not one of those “holier-than-thou” types. I can party with 
the best of ‘em even since being out of school. I now even worship the Cards and the Blues with the other 
guys here, though I am fairly new to the St. Louis area.  
I have a question on appropriate clothing for Mass. I usually see people at my parish Sunday Mass dressed 
in a way that is very casual and disrespectful. The women wear short or low-cut or “painted on” clothes and 
bare arms (if I wanted to see that I would go to a bar or on online). Men and women are in shorts with their 
bare legs sticking out, flip flops, jeans, tee shirts and sports uniforms. This seems like a wealthy enough 
parish. Are these people too cool, too busy or just ignorant when it comes to paying respect to the “Big Guy 
Upstairs” or what is the deal here?   
New Guy in Town 
Answer: Thank you, New Guy in Town, for your well placed concern and for your question. This matter is 
indeed, timely, cogent and multifaceted. It greatly needs to be addressed.  
Let us consider the place which our God and which our beloved church should occupy in our hearts and in 
our minds. When entering a Catholic Church, we are entering the House of God, the King of kings and Lord 
of lords, Who deserves all of our adoration, reverence and awe. To enter the palace of an earthly king, one 
would dress as befits the dignity of the king and the prominence and distinction of the place. Much care 
would be exercised in choosing appropriate and modest apparel. 
Our Catholic Church houses the real presence of our most loving God in the Most Blessed Sacrament. 
Hence, it is the most sacred place on earth. When even passing a Catholic Church, (continued on page 5) 
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(continued from page 4)

it is a laudable custom to bow to Jesus and to recite a short prayer. A phrase in Psalm 95 counsels, “Enter 
His courts; worship the Lord in holy attire.” Psalm 28 reads, “Give to the Lord the glory due His name; 
adore the Lord in holy attire,” words of wisdom. Our interior conviction of the Real Presence of Jesus, in 
the Most Blessed Sacrament, should dictate our exterior manner of dress and of deportment.  
Sadly, we have all observed the disrespectful attire of so many of our brothers and sisters in Christ. If we 
could see God with our earthly eyes, we can but imagine our care in preparing to be in His presence. So of-
ten we hear it said, “God doesn’t care what we wear.” Certainly, God cares that we care. One wouldn’t even 
go to work, etc., in the attire that is seen in church. We dress according to the importance, which we attach 
to the occasion. It is an exterior manifestation of one’s interior thought, or absence of thought, concerning 
the circumstance. Again, may our interior conviction concerning the majesty of God direct our exterior dis-
position. 
In our present-day society, we have gradually become lax in our choice of dress in so many areas, and most 
sadly, when preparing to meet Jesus in the Blessed Sacrament and in the Holy Sacrifice of the Mass. Like 
the frog in the boiling water, we have become desensitized. May we with care and thought, dress with digni-
ty. God in His holy temple, deserves all of our reverence and awe.” Blessed art Thou in the holy temple of 
Thy glory and exceedingly to be praised.” Daniel 3:53. ~ Mary Knollmeyer

The Wanderer Takes Action . . .  

The Movie All America Must See 
By Rey Flores 

Reprinted From the Wanderer, Issue Dated 4-18-2019 
A few weeks ago, you read my review of Unplanned, the film that has taken America by storm. On its open-
ing weekend, the film was a hit, despite the fact that most media refused to sell advertising space to the 
film’s studio. 
This success did not happen as a fluke. Pro-life activists across the land rallied their troops to help make 
this true story of a former Planned Parenthood clinic director turned pro-lifer a smash hit. 
Of all the markets where the film opened across the country, two very dedicated individuals put their think-
ing caps on and got the support of family, friends, donors, anyone who they could bring onboard in the St. 
Louis, Mo., metro area. 
The movie they called a “game changer”—Unplanned—came to the attention of Christopher “Zip” Rzeppa, 
a former popular sports broadcaster, and now president of Mater Media, and Dr. Helen Gelhot, president 
of CREDO of the Catholic Laity, which is dedicated to the defense of Church doctrine and the promotion of 
Catholic values through seminars, presentations, retreats, and other activities. 
Long before the movie’s March 29 release, Helen was helping Zip with another project. Having heard of the 
soon-to-be-released film, Zip made connections with the producers to help bring them to St. Louis for a 
pre-screening of the film, and to share some of what went on behind making this important story into a 
motion picture. 
Mike Manhardt, one of the movie’s producers and actors, and Tom Hall—another “movie guy”—did indeed 
fly into St. Louis to help create a strong buzz around the film’s release. 
The idea was to bring folks together at a head-turning event showing the Unplanned movie—within one 
week. These would be people who were committed “pro-lifers” and who could be inclined to write a nice 
check to support the movie. A tall order. The movie was paid for and completed, but now the job was to 
generate revenue for ticket purchase to encourage folks to actually see the film. (continued on page 6) 
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(continued from page 7)

CREDO and Mater Media boards, and families and friends wholeheartedly 
came on board supporting the Unplanned joint project. With the stunning set-
ting of the Skip Viragh Performing Arts Center at Chaminade College Prepara-
tory School, wine and hors d’oeuvres preceded the screening on an impressive 
30-foot screen at the Center. Friends and even their children helped with
every detail of the prescreening, including the exceptional food and beverage

spread.  
Some of the attendees were kind and brave enough to share their own abortion story. There was a coun-
selor, Kathleen Guerra, LPC, on hand for those in need. Project Joseph’s Chuck Raymond Sr. and Silent No 
More’s Linda Raymond were there with help for those suffering after abortion.  
One kindly physician, once on the frontlines of the abortion battle on the 
sidewalk surrounding Planned Parenthood, praying the rosary regularly with 
his devoted wife, now uses a walker. He had committed to giving a large 
amount of money prior to seeing Unplanned. 
Upon exiting the theater, he proclaimed to Helen, “I’ve changed my mind!” He 
then followed that up with, “I’m doubling my gift to you for Unplanned tick-
ets” as he hurried along.  
Mater Media and CREDO of the Catholic Laity also orchestrated a second pre-screening in Zip’s home only 
six days later. The event was no less elegant, and it was also graced with wonderfully generous donors. As it 
ended up, some donors were not even present at either event, but again the “movie guys” flew in for a re-
peat performance.  

Guests, excited to meet the Hollywood team and listen to the story of the mak-
ing of Unplanned, were thankfully just as motivated to donate, collectively 
over $60,000 to CREDO of the Catholic Laity and Mater Media in order to 
purchase tickets to Unplanned.  
Audience reception was ecstatic, everyone was uplifted and more determined 
than ever in their pro-life efforts. Indeed, the words “game changer” echoed 
amongst the moviegoers that night. There was nothing but praise coming from 
the spellbound audience. A couple of the guests were so thrilled they even flew 

to LA for the opening of Unplanned there two days after the Chaminade event!  
Armed with $60,000 Mater Media and CREDO, with the help of crack finan-
cial analyst, John Dolan, negotiated with AMC (a Catholic, family-owned na-
tional theater company) and others to purchase dozens of “screens” in local 
theaters and fill them with folks who happily received their free tickets to see 
Unplanned.  
Additionally, Brian Westbrook of Coalition for Life was instrumental in the 
process. He played an important role as well and had volunteers at the the-
aters to collect any donations and information, so as to keep in contact for fu-
ture such endeavors. Brian had an online FREE ticket purchase site to complement Helen’s and Zip’s per-
sonal networking efforts.  
Networking included local and regional individual leaders, parishes, schools, megachurches, Christian min-
istries, clubs and other organizations, friends and neighbors; they all rose to the (continued on page 7) 
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(continued from page 6)

occasion to fill the Unplanned seats. This was something they professed they would 
have done anyway. Now they had a sense of urgency and an extra incentive.  
CREDO and Mater Media ultimately purchased and filled approximately 6,000 seats 
for Unplanned. The St. Louis market was number one for Unplanned tickets sold in the 
nation on opening weekend; this is especially impressive when you understand St. 
Louis market is only number 21 in U.S. media market size!  
Unplanned earned an opening weekend of $6.1 million, double the amount projected 
by box office trackers. All this despite the severe muzzling Unplanned received from 
channels like Hallmark and HGTV, who refused to air paid ads for the movie. The 

movie also had its website, Twitter and Facebook accounts shut down, as well as other significant online 
“mishaps.” Of note was the biased information on the group-think website called Rotten Tomatoes.  
This is where The Wanderer comes in. After conversations with Zip and Dr. Helen, Wanderer publisher 
Joe Matt consulted with me and we were truly in awe of what Zip, Dr. Helen, and their network in St. Louis 
and with the film’s producers accomplished in St. Louis.  
We want to replicate this same plan in markets across the country in order to get as many people, especially 
those who are either still “pro-choice,” or are sitting on the fence regarding abortion, to see Unplanned.  
As we all agree, Abby Johnson’s story told so poignantly in this film is a very powerful tool to change hearts 
and minds. Let’s make this happen over and over all across America.  
See the details on how you can help below this article. 
It is important to note that the movie is a documented “game changer,” as Students for Life’s survey shows 
now that just over 50 percent of students who consider themselves “prochoice,” change to pro-life after see-
ing Unplanned! Also multiple witnessed incidents of mothers deciding not to abort their babies have fol-
lowed the viewing of Unplanned. 
Together we can bring as many people into these seats to make Unplanned a sustained success in movie 
theaters across the land, encouraging movie theaters to extend the showing of Unplanned for weeks to 
come.  
We also ask that anyone interested in bringing the film into markets where Unplanned hasn’t been shown 
to convince movie houses, based on the success of St. Louis and other markets we hope to strongly influ-
ence, to bring Unplanned into their cities and towns.  
We also ask that you please share our campaign far and wide on all of your social media platforms, your 
email lists, and with all of your family, friends, parishes, schools, homeschooling groups, and anyone else 
you can think of.  
Unplanned has already made movie history. Let’s make Unplanned an even greater part of movie history. 
Thank you.

Letter to the Editor 
EDITOR: 
As a recent East Coast transplant to St. Louis, I have been astonished to discover the still-vibrant Catholi-
cism of this city and region. I often find myself wondering whether lifelong Catholic residents realize how 
good we’ve got it here in the ‘Rome of the West.’  
One thing that strikes me as unique, even among other locales of strong-identity Catholicism, is the critical 
mass of intentional Catholics in the St. Louis region: More than one parish!  (continued on page 8) 

Mike & Karen 
DiScala with Zip

From above at Chaminade’s 
stellar Skip Viragh Center
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Those who would seek to subvert the Church, Her perennial and perfect teachings, and the confidence and 
security of Her little ones… those who would seek to divide the Body of Christ into special interest and 
grievance groups, are to be admonished severely and without equivocation, for their own sake, and for the 
sake of clarity for ourselves and for our children. This cannot stand. This is not acceptable, least of all from 
consecrated men and women who might have known better. 

~ 
I do bear patiently - we’ve all borne patiently - and will continue to do so, as I have no choice. But this is not 
an innocent “wrong.”  
I do forgive them, the misguided and/or the wicked of the AUSCP - I must - but that does not mean I can or 
ought to ignore their subversion, which is an attack on all that I hold dear. 
I do and must comfort the afflicted whom the AUSCP would claim to represent, but suffering individuals 
ARE NOT the same thing as organized political grievance cohorts. Organized political grievance cohorts 
have no place in Holy Mother Church.  
I do pray for the living and the dead - including the living and dead members and friends of the AUSCP - 
for God’s mercy on them, and for their conversion and repentance. I pray for the naive among us in the 
Church who would be swept up in their agenda and by their soft, smooth, progressive and “loving” lan-
guage. I pray for the innocent among us that they would be protected from the harm and error advanced by 
the AUSCP.  

~ 
Is Catholicism in St. Louis simply a generation or two slower in its tragic decline, following towards the 
same precipitous decimation that characterizes once vibrant dioceses up and down the East Coast and 
across the Western hemisphere?  
Will we pass on to our children any semblance of the public Catholic culture we still enjoy, or will they be 
consigned to the proverbial catacombs?  
Either way, their souls depend on the Catholic militancy of us parents and grandparents. At our own judg-
ment we will called to account for our response, or lack thereof, to the threats against our faith and our 
families. Saint Athanasius, pray for us! 
Winnie Walter 

Why Worship God?  
By Joe Sixpack—The Every Catholic Guy 

Personally, I think there are two things all Christians should be able to prove—especially Protestants.  Our 
separated brethren claim strict adherence to the Bible as the end-all-be-all of divine revelation, believing it 
to be the “inspired” word of God, yet none of them knows how to prove the Bible is inspired.  Well, I think 
they should have to prove that.  Catholics too, for that matter.  That is something we will cover in a future 
issue.   
There is yet another thing all Christians should be able to prove… especially us. 

Perhaps one of he most puzzling things for me about most modern Christians is, they worship Someone 
they cannot prove.  Obviously they all believe in God, but they can’t prove His existence.  What kind of 
sense does that make?  Why worship a Being you can’t prove exists?  It’s like believing in the Tooth Fairy. 
The question is, can God’s existence be proven?  Well, not with empirical scientific evidence… yet.  Howev-
er, His existence most certainly can be proven through the use of logic and right reason.  So let’s delve right 
into it! 
Many people rely on the “Big Bang” theory to pooh-pooh God’s existence.  They claim that there was just 
this huge explosion and when it cooled we had the universe.  Silly, but true!  These scientifically inclined 
people even deny the principles of the science they worship with such a theory.  One of the laws of physics 
tells us that every movement—an explosion, which leads to the universe, solar system, earth, plant life, an-
imal life, humans—must have a “first mover”.  How can a huge explosion from nothing happen without a 
first mover; that is a cause?  The Big Bang theory can make sense, but only if there is a first mover, and the 
only possible first mover is God.  So in reality, the Big Bang theory actually proves the existence of God.  
This argument (and what follows) is called the argument by design. 
We can see from creation that all could only exist by the power of an infinitely wise, all-powerful, self-exist-
ing Being.  He is a logical God who has created a logically functioning universe.  Look at the food chain.  
The smallest microscopic organism is food for the next largest organism, is food for the next largest organ-
ism, is food for the next largest organism, and so on.  Eventually, it becomes food for man, the highest form 
of natural creation.  When we eat a pork chop or chicken leg and digest it, the process begins all over again. 
Look at the trees.  Trees “inhale” carbon dioxide and “exhale” oxygen.  We inhale oxygen and exhale carbon 
dioxide.  The trees can’t live without us, and we can’t live without the trees.  Accident?  I don’t think so.  
What a logical God! 
We all intuitively know it's wrong to steal, wrong to lie, wrong to unjustly take an innocent human life. We 
intuitively know the difference between right and wrong. That is called natural law. Since we know these 
things intuitively, the fact that we have natural law implies a lawgiver. Whom else could that lawgiver be 
but God? 
My favorite argument, though, is more elementary and more satisfying to we Joe Sixpacks.  Due to our lack 
of space, we will simply concede certain things as true here, as they are quickly and easily proven with a few 
minutes spent on Google. 
It is a historical fact that the books of the Old Testament are ancient Hebrew literature.  We’re not saying 
they’re inspired or even true, for the sake of this argument.  We’re merely stating they are ancient Hebrew 
literature. 
The second fact is that Jesus of Nazareth is a real, historical person.  We’re not saying anything about him 
at this point except that he truly existed in Israel 2,000 years ago.  Some scoffers would say the only proof 
we have of his existence are the four Gospels, but that simply isn’t true.  There are four secular characters 
of the time who attest to Jesus’ existence: Pliny, Tacitus, Suetonius, and Flavius Josephus.  Pliny, Tacitus 
and Suetonius were pagans and certainly no friends of Christianity, so their written record is reliable.  Flav-
ius Josephus was a Jew and a Roman Citizen, and he was also no friend of Jesus of Nazareth.  So we 
actually have eight sources to prove Jesus was a true historical person: Pliny, Tacitus, Suetonius, Flavius 
Josephus, Matthew, Mark, Luke, and John.  Now for the argument. 
The Old Testament, the ancient Hebrew literature, is filled with prophecies about the coming of a messiah, 
the earliest reference being in Genesis, then Jeremiah, Isaiah, the Psalms, etc.  If we were to take all those 
prophecies and list them on paper, we could then go to our historical sources mentioned above to find that 
Jesus of Nazareth fulfilled all those prophecies.  Does that prove Jesus is the messiah?  No, not at all.  It 
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only proves that he fulfilled the prophecies, but three types of people could have done that: either a bad 
man, a mad man, or… the messiah. 
Could Jesus have been a bad man?  Could he awaken one day and decide that if he convinced the people he 
was truly the messiah he could gain wealth and power?  Yes, but that argument won’t float.  Why?  Because 
the prophecies also tell us the messiah had to die.  What bad man (criminal) is willing to die just to prove a 
point, especially after gathering his following?  None, of course! Therefore, Jesus could not have been a 
bad man. 
Could he have been a mad man, a crazy person?  Could a crazy guy wake up one day thinking he was hear-
ing the voice of God telling him he is the messiah and he should begin fulfilling the prophecies?  Certainly 
he could, and a mad man would even be willing to die, but that argument won’t pan out either.  A mad man 
simply isn’t capable of remaining consistent long enough to pull off such a thing as Jesus did.  Psycholo-
gists have studied Jesus since the beginning of their science in the 19th century, and they universally agree 
he was certainly consistent.  They may not like what he taught, but they most certainly agree he was consis-
tent.  Therefore, Jesus could not have been a mad man. 
That only leaves us with the third man, the man who is what he says he is… the messiah.  Jesus claims not 
only to be the messiah, but he actually claims to be God!  And He makes this claim repeatedly (cf. Jn. 
10:24-31).  My personal favorite of His claims to divinity is found in John 8:58 when He said, “Truly, truly I 
say to you, before Abraham was, I am”.  This is the same phrase God used to describe Himself in Exodus 
3:14, and I urge you to read these two passages and their context.  So if Jesus couldn’t have been a bad 
man, and if He couldn’t have been a mad man, and He must be who He says He is, and He claims to be 
God, therefore God must exist! 
There is much more to these arguments than space allows here. So I urge you to visit my website at JoeSix-
packAnswers.com for more information. 
Now you can defend God’s existence to anyone to whom you speak. Most people say they don’t discuss 
controversial subjects.  I agree; neither do I.  So I never discuss organized sports and soap operas.  
Religion, however, deals with matters of truth, and truth can never be controversial. It can be emotional, 
but never controversial.  And that, my friends, is the reason for this column; so you can know What We 
Believe… Why We Believe It. 
Got a question?  Go to JoeSixpackAnswers.com.

Perhaps one of he most puzzling things for me about most modern Christians is, they worship Someone 
they cannot prove.  Obviously they all believe in God, but they can’t prove His existence.  What kind of 
sense does that make?  Why worship a Being you can’t prove exists?  It’s like believing in the Tooth Fairy. 
The question is, can God’s existence be proven?  Well, not with empirical scientific evidence… yet.  Howev-
er, His existence most certainly can be proven through the use of logic and right reason.  So let’s delve right 
into it! 
Many people rely on the “Big Bang” theory to pooh-pooh God’s existence.  They claim that there was just 
this huge explosion and when it cooled we had the universe.  Silly, but true!  These scientifically inclined 
people even deny the principles of the science they worship with such a theory.  One of the laws of physics 
tells us that every movement—an explosion, which leads to the universe, solar system, earth, plant life, an-
imal life, humans—must have a “first mover”.  How can a huge explosion from nothing happen without a 
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The smallest microscopic organism is food for the next largest organism, is food for the next largest organ-
ism, is food for the next largest organism, and so on.  Eventually, it becomes food for man, the highest form 
of natural creation.  When we eat a pork chop or chicken leg and digest it, the process begins all over again. 
Look at the trees.  Trees “inhale” carbon dioxide and “exhale” oxygen.  We inhale oxygen and exhale carbon 
dioxide.  The trees can’t live without us, and we can’t live without the trees.  Accident?  I don’t think so.  
What a logical God! 
We all intuitively know it's wrong to steal, wrong to lie, wrong to unjustly take an innocent human life. We 
intuitively know the difference between right and wrong. That is called natural law. Since we know these 
things intuitively, the fact that we have natural law implies a lawgiver. Whom else could that lawgiver be 
but God? 
My favorite argument, though, is more elementary and more satisfying to we Joe Sixpacks.  Due to our lack 
of space, we will simply concede certain things as true here, as they are quickly and easily proven with a few 
minutes spent on Google. 
It is a historical fact that the books of the Old Testament are ancient Hebrew literature.  We’re not saying 
they’re inspired or even true, for the sake of this argument.  We’re merely stating they are ancient Hebrew 
literature. 
The second fact is that Jesus of Nazareth is a real, historical person.  We’re not saying anything about him 
at this point except that he truly existed in Israel 2,000 years ago.  Some scoffers would say the only proof 
we have of his existence are the four Gospels, but that simply isn’t true.  There are four secular characters 
of the time who attest to Jesus’ existence: Pliny, Tacitus, Suetonius, and Flavius Josephus.  Pliny, Tacitus 
and Suetonius were pagans and certainly no friends of Christianity, so their written record is reliable.  Flav-
ius Josephus was a Jew and a Roman Citizen, and he was also no friend of Jesus of Nazareth.  So we 
actually have eight sources to prove Jesus was a true historical person: Pliny, Tacitus, Suetonius, Flavius 
Josephus, Matthew, Mark, Luke, and John.  Now for the argument. 
The Old Testament, the ancient Hebrew literature, is filled with prophecies about the coming of a messiah, 
the earliest reference being in Genesis, then Jeremiah, Isaiah, the Psalms, etc.  If we were to take all those 
prophecies and list them on paper, we could then go to our historical sources mentioned above to find that 
Jesus of Nazareth fulfilled all those prophecies.  Does that prove Jesus is the messiah?  No, not at all.  It 
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CULTIVATING CATHOLIC CULTURE CORNER
– N.B.

UPCOMING EVENTS 

For details: CREDOstLouis.org           call/text 314 322 0337        CREDOstLouis@gmail.com
 June 20, Faith Based Voters Annual Celebration of Veterans  
 June 21, Friday  Free Lunch at Pietros for ProLife “doers” or “wannabee doers”  Luncheons4Life generally 

third Friday
 June 22, Saturday  Chesterton Society Educational Conference – Educating in a Miseducated World  ALL 

educators and education fans are welcome including aspiring Chestertonians!
 June 24, Monday  CREDO Prayer Rosary Rally - Reparations for Assoc. of U.S. Catholic Priests  4 pm start 

time. 
 June 25,  Tuesday  CREDO Forum presents Michael Hichborn Wolves in Sheep’s Clothing: Who is Infiltrat-

ing the Roman Catholic Church?
 October 12,  Saturday  St. Louis Rosary Run

COLLEGE SCENE 

Best College Newman Centers. Why? A new Catholic student on campus will MUCH more likely to connect 
successfully to a Newman Center and practice his or her faith if the days passing prior to the connection are FEW.  
https://www.bestcollegereviews.org/features/college-newman-centers/   
Also be connect at NewmanConnection.com   
Best Actually, Really and Truly Catholic Colleges  
https://newmansociety.org/the-newman-guide/recommended-colleges/
The Happily Homosexual Mayor and the Burning of Notre Dame 
We all have loved ones with same sex attraction however this is something different. This past Palm Sunday, no 
less, Mayor Pete Buttigieg (D), South Bend Indiana, who celebrates his homosexuality proclaiming his “marriage” 
to a man, announced his candidacy to the Presidency of the U.S. at approximately 3:19 pm cst. This is an obvious 
first. Pete’s father was on the faculty of Notre Dame. His life-long work was bringing Antonio Gramchi’s work to 
Notre Dame; he was a communist politician. As well he held up Michele Faucault’s dark. “anti-logos” philosophy 
held in high esteem on virtually every secular college campus today 
WITHIN 24 hours, at approximately 6:50pm local time (1650 GMT) on 15 April, 2019 -  Notre Dame Cathedral 
began to burn. 

Need Vocations? 

Work smarter, not harder. Let a Serra Club traveling Golden Vocation Chalice start the work for you! The Holy 
Spirit does the rest! These Chalices are donated to any Catholic parishes, PSRs and Schools as desired. Call / text 
for details 314 322 0337
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Cdl. Burke CREDO Dinner Sponsors and Friends:

Drury Hotels
Mr. & Mrs. Charles Drury 
Dr. & Mrs. Robert Morgan

The Doctors Ann & Jeffrey Martin

Paul & Kristy Hagan (CREDO Board) 
Mary Margaret Downs 

Anonymous 

CREDO NEEDS 

Though all donations are gratefully accepted and the pennies do indeed turn into dollars, these are our needs and 
a wish or two to insure our solid future!
• Seed money for upcoming event $1,000. 
• Purchase of Database program with training $7,000.

• More UNPLANNED student showings 20,000.
• Endowment for program funding $80,000. 

CATHOLIC CULTURE CORNER - UPCOMING EVENTS 

See CREDO website for details OR call/text 314 322 0337  CREDOstLouis@gmail.com

(Continued from Page 4) More Photos from Cardinal Burke’s Visit:

Mary Knollmeyer recieves husband Georges CREDO 
Lifetime Acheivement Award from Cardinal Burke

They all were drawn to truth that night

CREDO of the Catholic Laity 
Founder’s Plaque

Right: CREDO 
Ambassador 

medal awarded by 
Cardinal Burke

Below: Mary with 
Husband George 

Knollmeyer’s 
“Knight in Prayer” 

CREDO Lifetime 
Achievement 

Award



TWO Upcoming June CREDO Events   Register Online Today: CREDOstLouis.org 
Info: CREDOstLouis.org   call /text 314 322 0337   CREDOstLouis@gmail.com

STAND FOR CATHOLIC TRUTH  
The AUSCP is Confused; St. Louis Catholic Laity are NOT

Prayer & Rosary Rally in Opposition to Error and Confusion in the Priesthood 
Where: in front of the Marriott 

Hotel,  St. Louis Airport Location
When: 24 June, 2019, 

4 pm start time
What: Bring rosaries and any 

appropriate signage 

OUR OWN CATHOLIC CHURCH INVESTIGATOR  
Briefs St. Louis • Takes Your Q & A

MICHAEL HICHBORN   Lepanto Institute 
Founder & President  |  Just back from ROME  |  Compelling International Speaker 

“Wolves in Sheep’s Clothing: Infiltrating the Catholic Church”
He Exposed Catholic Relief Services (CRS “Rice Bowl”) & the USCCHD (US Catholic Campaign for Human 

Development) Come and Learn What Else – ask him questions!

Where: American Legion Post 397 (off Olive Blvd.)  
934 E Rue De La Banque, Creve Coeur, MO 63141

When: 25 June, Tues.,  
6pm doors open, 6:30pm start 

of the Catholic Laity
c/o Tom Hoover, Secretary/Treasurer
3835 Westminster Place
St. Louis, Missouri 63108

ADDRESS SERVICE REQUESTED

CREDO

See 2 quickly 

approaching 

upcoming events 


